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Abstract

We give an example of a Banach space X such that J^(X, X) is not an ideal in J(f(X, X**). We prove
that if z* is a weak* denting point in the unit ball of Z* and if X is a closed subspace of a Banach space Y,
then the set of norm-preserving extensions HB(x*®z*) c jSf(Z*, Y)* of a functional x*®z* e (Z®X)*
is equal to the set HB(x*) ® (z*}. Using this result, we show that if X is an W-ideal in Y and Z is a
reflexive Banach space, then Jf(Z, X) is an W-ideal in Jf(Z, Y) whenever JT(Z, X) is an ideal in
Jf(Z, Y). We also show that X ( Z , X) is an ideal (respectively, an A/-ideal) in Jf(Z, Y) for all Banach
spaces Z whenever X is an ideal (respectively, an M-ideal) in Y and X* has the compact approximation
property with conjugate operators.

2000 Mathematics subject classification: primary 46B20,46B28, 47L05.
Keywords and phrases: compact operator, ideal, A/-ideal, approximation property.

1. Introduction

Let us recall that a closed subspace F of a Banach space E is an ideal in E if FL, the

annihilator of F in £*, is the kernel of a norm one projection on E*. The notion of an

ideal was introduced and studied by Godefroy, Kalton, and Saphar in [8].

Let X and Y be Banach spaces. We denote by S£(X, Y) the Banach space of

bounded linear operators from X to Y, and by &{X, Y), J*"(X, Y), JT(X, Y), and

W(X, Y) its subspaces of finite rank operators, approximable operators (that is, norm

limits of finite rank operators), compact operators, and weakly compact operators.

In [15, Theorem 3] the following result was proved.

THEOREM 1.1. &(X, X) is an ideal in &{X, X**)for every Banach space X.
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92 Asvald Lima and Eve Oja [2]

In [15, page 455] it is stated as an open problem whether Jt(X, X) is an ideal in
Jf(X, X**) for every Banach space X.

EXAMPLE 1.2. There exists a separable Banach space X such that

• JT(X,X**) is an ideal in i f (X,X**),
• JT(X,X)isnotanidealin i?(X, X),
• JXT{X, X) is not an ideal in JT(X, X**).

PROOF. Let X = (J2T=\ ®(Z**> I • D)2 be the space defined (relying on the famous
example due to Willis [32]) and studied by Casazza and Jarchow in [3, Theorem 1].
Recall that Z** is a separable Banach space, | • \n is an equivalent norm on Z*\
the space X fails the metric compact approximation property, but its dual space X*
has the metric compact approximation property. Since Z** is separable, the spaces
(Z" , | • |n) have the Radon-Nikodym property. Thus X has the Radon-Nikodym
property. (The fact that the Radon-Nikodym property is preserved under lp -direct
sums (1 < p < oo) is mentioned in [6, page 219]. It can be proved following the idea
of the proof in [6, pages 64-65] that a Banach space with a boundedly complete basis
has the Radon-Nikodym property.)

Since X* has the metric compact approximation property, by a well-known result
due to Johnson [12], J f (X*, X*) is an ideal in &{X\ X*). Thus JT(X, X**) is
an ideal in ^f (X, X**). Since X has the Radon-Nikodym property but fails to have
the metric compact approximation property, by [15, Theorem 14], J^(X, X) is not an
ideal in i f (X, X). Hence JT(X, X) is not an ideal in i f (X, X**). (General properties
of ideals that we are using here and below in this paper are immediate from the local
formulation of ideals (see Lemma 2.1, (ii), in Section 2).) If J(f(X, X) were an ideal
in X(X, X") , then X(X, X) would be an ideal in i f (X, X**) (because JT(X, X")
is an ideal in Jif(X, X**)) which is impossible. •

In [15, page 471] it is stated as an open problem if J^(X, X) is an ideal in i f (X, X)
whenever J^(X*, X*) is an ideal in S£{X*:, X*). Example 1.2 also solves this problem
in the negative.

Every Banach space X is an ideal in its bidual X** (with respect to the canonical
projection of X*** onto X*). Let us further assume that X is a closed subspace of a
Banach space Y. In Section 2 we make a preliminary study about Jf(Z, X) being
an ideal in X{Z, Y) for a Banach space Z. In Proposition 2.4 we prove that if
X(Z, X) is an ideal in JfT(Z, Y) for some Z ^ {0}, then X is an ideal in Y. And
in Proposition 2.5 we show that if X is an ideal in Y and J^(Z, X) is an ideal in
JT(Z, X") , then Jf(Z, X) is an ideal in X{Z, Y). We also prove that the last
property is separably determined (see Theorems 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8). In particular (see
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Theorem 2.8), JT(X, X) is an ideal in Jf(X, X**) whenever JXT(E, E) is an ideal in
X{E, E**) for every separable ideal E in X.

The main lemma in this paper is Lemma 3.1. This is a general result describing
all norm-preserving extensions of certain important functionals on operator spaces.
We use Lemma 3.1, in particular, in Theorem 3.4 to prove that if Z is a reflexive
Banach space, if X is an M-ideal in Y, and if JT(Z, X) is an ideal in Jf(Z, Y),
then Jf(Z, X) is an M-ideal in JT(Z , Y). Similar results hold for M-ideals (see
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6).

In Example 1.2 the dual space X* fails to have the compact approximation prop-
erty with conjugate operators (although X* has the metric compact approximation
property). The main conclusions in this paper, Corollaries 4.7 and 4.8 in Section 4,
show that JF(Z, X) is an ideal (respectively, an M-ideal) in J ^ ( Z , Y) for all Banach
spaces Z whenever X is an ideal (respectively, an M-ideal) in Y and X* has the com-
pact approximation property with conjugate operators. The proofs rely on results from
Section 3, the description of the dual space of compact operators due to Feder and
Saphar [7], and the uniform isometric version of the Davis-Figiel-Johnson-Pelczynski
factorization theorem due to Lima, Nygaard, and Oja [17].

The notation we use is standard (see [21]). We consider Banach spaces over the
real field K. The closure of a set A is denoted by A, its linear span by span A, and its
convex hull by conv A. The closed unit ball of a Banach space E is denoted by BE

and the identity operator on £ by IE-

2. Ideals of compact operators

Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. In this section we make a
preliminary study about jC{Z, X) being an ideal in J ^ ( Z , Y) for a Banach space Z.
A first basic result, Proposition 2.4, says that if J(f(Z, X) is an ideal in Jff(Z, Y) for
some Banach space Z / {0}, then X is an ideal in Y. In Proposition 2.5 we show that
the converse is true whenever JT(Z, X) is an ideal in J ^ ( Z , X**). And we prove that
the last property is separably determined (see Theorems 2.6-2.8).

In Proposition 2.10 we show that if Jtf{Z, X) is an M-ideal (respectively, a M-ideal)
in JV{Z, Y) for some Banach space Z ^ {0}, then X is an M-ideal (respectively, a
M-ideal) in Y.

Let F be a subspace of a Banach space E. A linear operator <J> : F* -> E* is called
a Hahn-Banach extension operator if ($>x*)(x) = x*(x) and ||*x*|| = ||JC*|| for all
x e F and all x* e F*. The next result is well known. A proof can be found in [15].

LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a closed subspace of a Banach space E. The following
statements are equivalent.
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(i) F is an ideal in E.
(ii) F is locally 1 -complemented in E, that is, for every finite dimensional subspace

G of E and for all e > 0, there is an operator U : G —> F such that \\U\\ < 1 + e
and Ux = x for all x e G D F.

(iii) There exists a Hahn-Banach extension operator <J> : F* —*• E*.

In [31] (see also [11, page 282]) Werner has shown that if X is an M-ideal in Y, then
the injective tensor product X®eZ is an A/-ideal in Y®(Z for any Banach space Z.
Rao extended this to ideals in [28]. We have a short proof of this result.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be an ideal in Y and let Z be an ideal in W. Then X<g>f Z
is an ideal in K®( W.

PROOF. Letc/> : X* -> K*andV : Z* -> W* be Hahn-Banach extension operators.
Let Q : Z*** —> Z* be the canonical projection. We shall use the identifications
(X<g)fZ)* = I(X,Z*) and (Y®(W)* = 1 (Y, W*) (see, for example, [6]). Since
<t>*x = x,x e X, and fz = z, z e Z,themap<D : / (X,Z*) -> I(Y, W) defined by

= \js o Qo T" o 4>*\y is clearly a Hahn-Banach extension operator. •

Theorem 1.1 has an easy generalization.

COROLLARY 2.3. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. The following
statements are equivalent.

(i) X is an ideal in Y.
(ii) &(Z,X) is an ideal in &(Z, Y)for all Banach spaces Z.

(iii) &(Z,X) is an ideal in &(Z, Y)for some Banach space Z / {0}.

In particular, &(Z, X) is an ideal in J?(Z, X**)for all Banach spaces X and Z.

PROOF, (i) =>• (ii) is immediate from Proposition 2.2 because ^"(Z, X) and
, Y) can be canonically identified with Z*<g>fX and Z*<g>f Y.

(ii) => (iii) is trivial.
(iii) => (i). Suppose J^(Z, X) is an ideal in ^"(Z, Y). Let F be a finite dimensional
subspace of Y. Let z e Z and z* e Z* be such that ||z|| = ||z*|| = z*(z) - 1. Denote
G = {z* ® y : y e F] c J?(Z, Y). Let f > 0 and let V : G -» &(Z,X) be an
operator such that || V|| < 1 + e and V(S) = S for all 5 e G D &(Z,X). Now define
a map f/ : F ->• X by Uy = (V(z* ® y))z. Then f/ 'locally 1-complements' X
in Y. U

Example 1.2 shows that the implication (i) => (ii) of Corollary 2.3 fails if we
consider compact operators instead of approximable operators. However, by the
proof of the implication (iii) => (i), we also have the similar result in the case of
compact operators.
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. IfX{Z, X)
is an ideal in X(Z, Y)for some Banach space Z ^ {0}, then X is an ideal in Y.

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X be a closed subspace of Y and assume that X{Z, X) is
an ideal in X(Z, X**) for some Banach space Z ^ {0}. Then X is an ideal in Y if
and only ifX(Z, X) is an ideal in X(Z, Y).

PROOF. In view of Proposition 2.4 we only need to prove the 'only if part. Let
<p : X* -+ Y* and $ : X(Z, X)* -+ JfT{Z, X**)* be Hahn-Banach extension
operators. Define * : X(Z, X)* -* X(Z, Y)* by

(*/)(T) = (<t>/)(0*|r o T), f e X{Z, X)*, T e X(Z, Y).

Then* is linear and | |* || < 1. Since (j>*x = x,x e X,wehave<j>*\YoT = T whenever
T e X(Z, X). Consequently, for any T e X(Z, X) and any / e X(Z, X)*,
(*/)(T) = (*/)(T) = / (T) meaning that * / is an extension of / . Hence * is a
Hahn-Banach extension operator. •

From the last proposition it follows that it is important to decide when J^(Z, X)
is an ideal in JV{Z, X**). Example 1.2 in the Introduction shows that this is not true
for all X and all Z. If X is the range of a norm one projection in X**, then j(f{Z, X)
is an ideal in J^(Z, X**) for all Z. (If P is the projection, then T —>• P o T is a norm
one projection from J(T(Z, X**) onto JT(Z, X).)

We shall prove in Theorem 4.2 that Jf(Z, X) is an ideal in JT(Z, X**) for all
Banach spaces Z if this is true for all separable reflexive Banach spaces Z.

The next three results show that the question about being an ideal, can be reduced
to the case of separable Banach spaces.

THEOREM 2.6. Let X and Z be Banach spaces. If X(Z, E) is an ideal in
JT(Z, E**) forevery separable ideal EinX, thenJXT(Z, X) is an ideal in X(Z, X**).

PROOF. Let F c X{Z, X**) be a finite dimensional subspace and let e > 0. Since
G = {Tz: z e Z, T e FD X(Z, X)} is contained in a separable subspace of X, by
a result of Sims and Yost [29] (see also [11, page 138]), there exists a separable ideal
E c X such that G c E. Let 4> : E* -*• X* be a Hahn-Banach extension operator.
Then 0* : X " ->• E** and F0 = {<j>* o T : T e F] is a finite dimensional subspace
of X{Z, £**). Let U : /> ->• X(Z, E) be a linear operator such that || U\\ < 1 + e
and U(<f>* o 7) = <p* o T for all T 6 F n JT(Z, X) (note that if 7 e F n JT(Z, X),
then T(Z) c £ and (/.* o 7 € JT(Z, £)). Now V : F -> JT(Z, X) defined by
V{T) = t/(0' o 7) 'locally 1-complements' JT(Z, X) in J f (Z, X") . D
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REMARK 2.1. The assertion of Theorem 2.6 is not reversible: X{X, X**) is al-
ways an ideal in Jf(X, X****) (because X** is the range of a norm one projection
in X****) but, for the separable Banach space X (a separable ideal in X**) described
in Example 1.2, JT(X, X) is not an ideal in JfT{X, X*").

THEOREM 2.7. Let X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces and assume X is a subspace
of Y. Then X{Z, X) is an ideal in X{Z, Y) if and only ifJT{W, X) is an ideal in

, Y) for every separable ideal W in Z.

PROOF. Assume that Jf(Z, X) is an ideal in X(Z, Y) and let W be an ideal in Z.
Let $ : Jf{Z, X)* -+ Jf(Z, Y)* and <j> : W* -* Z* be Hahn-Banach extension
operators. For / € JtT(W, X)* and 5 € X{Z, X), define/(S) =f(S\w). Finally,
define an operator * : jfT(W, X)* -> JT(W, Y)* by

o0*|z), f eJT(W,xy, TeJtT(W,Y).

Then* is linear and 11*11 < 1. For T e JXT(W, X), we have T**o<f>*\z eJf(Z,X)
and therefore

o0*|w) =f(T**\w) =f(T).

Hence * is a Hahn-Banach extension operator.
Conversely, assume that Jf(W, X) is an ideal in JC(W, Y) for every separable

ideal W in Z. Let F c X(Z, Y) be a finite dimensional subspace and let e > 0. The
set {T*y* : T e F,y* e Y*) is separable. By a theorem due to Sims and Yost [29]
(see also [11, page 138]), we can find a separable ideal W in Z with a Hahn-Banach
extension operator 0 : W* - • Z* such that {T*y* : T 6 F, y* 6 Y*} c </>(W*). Let
i : W —» Z be the natural embedding. Then i* : Z* -> W* is the restriction operator
and we get /^(W.} = (# o i*)|^(W.).

Let Fw = {T o i : T e F] c JT(W, K). We can find an operator V : Fw ->
JT(W, X) with || V|| < 1 + e such that V(5) = S for every S e FwnJt(W, X).
Define an operator U : F -> X{Z, X) by U(T) = (V(7" o / ) )" o 4>*\z. Then
II f/|| < 1 + e. For any z e Z, y* e Y\ and 7 e F n JT(Z, X) we get (since

= (T*y*)(z) = y*(Tz).

Thus U(T) = T. Hence JT(Z, X) is an ideal in JT(Z, K). D
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It is clear from Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 that X(X, X) is an ideal in JT(X, X**)
whenever Jf(E, F) is an ideal in Jf(E, F**) for all separable ideals E and F in X.
However, further developing the method of proofs of those theorems we obtain the
following stronger result.

THEOREM 2.8. Let X be a Banach space. IfJ^(E, E) is an ideal in Jf(E, £**)
for every separable ideal E in X, then JfT(X, X) is an ideal in X(X, X**).

PROOF. Assume that Jf(E, E) is an ideal in Jf(E, E**) for every separable ideal E
in X. Let F c Jf(X, X**) be a finite dimensional subspace and let e > 0. Since the
sets {Tx : x e X, T e F n X(X, X ) } c X a n d {T*x* :x*eX*, T e F } c X*
are separable, we can find a separable ideal E in X together with a Hahn-Banach
extension operator </>:£* -> X* so that {Tx : x g X, 7 e F n JT(X, X)} c £
and {7*;c* : x* 6 X*, 7 e F} c </>(£*) (again we used the Sims-Yost theorem). Let
i : E —»• X be the natural embedding.

Denote G = {0* o 7 o j : 7 e F} C X ( F , £**). Then there exists an operator
V : G -»• JT(£, £) such that || V|| < 1 + e and V(S) = 5 for all 5 e G n J f (E, F).
Define (/ : F - • JT(X, X) by 6/(7) = (V(<p* o 7 o i))** o 0*|x, T e F. Then
|| U\\ < 1 + e. We conclude by showing that U(T) = T for all T e F n JT(X, X).

Let 7 6 FnjT(X, X). Since Tx e E,x e X, we have in fact that 7 e X(X, £).
We also have that U(T) 6 JT(X, £) (this is true for all 7 e F). Since 7 g JT(X, £)
znd<p*e = e,ee £, we have 0* o T o i g JT(£, £). Hence V(0*o7o/) =<p*oToi.
For any x e X and e* 6 £*, we get

= e*((0* o 7 o «)**(0**)) = «>**)((<*>* o 7 o i)*e*)

= (<p*x)((i* o 7* o 0)e*) = ((0 o i* o 7* o (/>)e*)(x)

= (((t> o n(T*(j)e*))(x) = (7*0e*)(;c) = (<pe*)(Tx) = e*(Tx)

since 7*0e* € </>(£*), 4> o i* = lm.), and 7x € £. Thus U(T) = 7 as desired. •

REMARK 2.2. The assertion of Theorem 2.8 is not reversible: see Remark 2.1 and
note that J f (X~, X'*) is always an ideal in X(X*\ X****).

Some ideals have additional properties. Best known are probably M-ideals defined
by Alfsen and Effros in [1], see also [11]. A more general type of ideals, the u-ideals,
was first introduced by Casazza and Kalton in [4] and thoroughly studied by Godefroy,
Kalton, and Saphar in [8].

Let us recall that a closed subspace F of a Banach space £ is an M -ideal (respec-
tively, a u-ideal) in £ if there exists a linear projection P on £* with ker P — F1

such that ||/ || = || Pf || + ||/ - Pf || for a l l / € £* (respectively, || IE.-2P\\ = 1).
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LEMMA 2.9 (see [15, 8]). Let Fbe a closed subspace of a Banach space E. Then F
is an M-ideal (respectively, a u-ideat) in E if and only if condition (M) (respectively,
condition (u)) below is satisfied.

(M) For every finite dimensional subspace G in E and every t > 0, there exists a
linear operator U : G —*• F such that Ux =xforallx e GO F and \\ Ux+y—Uy\\ <
(l+e)max(||jc||,||y||)/oraZZjc,y e G.

(u) For every finite dimensional subspace G in E and every € > 0, there exists a
linear operator U : G ->• F such that Ux = x for all x e G PI F and \\x —2Ux\\ <
(l+OII* II for all x e G.

PROOF. See [15, Theorem 4] and [8, Proposition 3.6]. •

In the next section we shall need the following analogue of Proposition 2.4.

PROPOSITION 2.10. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. lfX(Z, X)
is an M-ideal (respectively, a u-ideat) in Jf(Z, Y) for some Banach space Z ^ {0},
then X is an M-ideal (respectively, a u-ideat) in Y.

PROOF. We argue as in the proof of Corollary 2.3, (iii) =>• (i), but we use the local
formulations of M -ideals and M-ideals from Lemma 2.9. •

3. Hahn-Banach extension operators

Let X be a subspace of a Banach space Y. For each x* e X*, let HB(x*) denote
the set of norm-preserving extensions of x* to Y. Hahn-Banach extension operators
0 : X* —> Y* act as linear selection functions since <t>x* e HB(x*) for all x* e X*.
This shows that if we can describe the sets H B(x*), then we get important information
about possible Hahn-Banach extension operators.

The next lemma is fundamental for the results we obtain in this paper. It describes
all norm-preserving extensions of certain important functionals on operator spaces.
It also explains surprisingly well why some of those functionals have unique norm-
preserving extensions: the reason is that all their norm-preserving extensions must
have a special form that makes them unique.

LEMMA 3.1. Let X, Y, and Z be Banach spaces and assume that X is a closed
subspace of Y. Consider Z <g> X as a subspace of^f(Z*, Y). If z* is a weak* denting
point of Bz- andx* 6 X*, then, for x* ® z* € (Z ® X)*, the equality

holds.
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PROOF. It is clear that HB(x*) <g> {z*} c HB(x* <g> z*). For the converse, let
4> = x* ® z* and let ^ e HB(<f>). We may assume that ||x*|| = 1. It suffices to prove

CLAIM. \j/ e BY. <g> {z*} in -S?(Z*. Y)*.

Assume that the claim has been proved. Choose a net (y*) in By. such that
y* <g> z* —>• V weak*. By passing to a subnet, we may assume that y* —>• y* e By.

a
weak*. Let z € Z satisfy z*(z) = 1. Then for any x e X,

x*(x) = **(;c)z*(z) = </>(z ® x) = lim(y* ® z*)(z ® JC) = y*

so we get that y*\x = JC*. Thus y* e HB(x*).
For any 7 6 -S?(Z*, K),

- lim(ya* ® z*)(7) = limya*(rz*) = y\TZ*) = (y* ® z*)(T),

z*. D

PROOF OF THE CLAIM. Suppose for contradiction that \js & By. ® {z*} • Then for
some T e S£(Z*, Y) with || T\\ = 1 and some e > 0, we get

r)(T) <xlf(T)~6e for all t] e By. ® {z*}.

By the description of denting points due to Werner [30, Lemma 2], there exist 8 > 0
and z € Z such that z*(z) = 1, ||z|| < 1 + <5e, and

(|| w* || < l a n d w*(z) > 1-8) => \\w* - z*\\ < e.

Chooser 6 X suchthatx*(x) = 1 and ||JC |[ < l+8e, and define 5 = z®* e Z®X.
Since f(S) = 1 and f e B^iZ\yy = conV' (By. ®BZ.) (the last equality being clear
from the bipolar theorem), we can find \jsf e conv (By. ® Bz.) such that

<MS) > i - s V , | ^ ( r ) - ^ ( r ) l < € .

Let us write f( = £™=1 A,y* ® z*, where z* e B2., y(* e BK., A., > 0, and
J27=\ ^i = 1- We may suppose that y*(x) > 0 for all i. Let J = {i : z*(z) > 1 — 6).
Then we get

m

1 -5 2 e 2 < ifrf(S) =
i=\
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(1 + 50 J^ A,- + (1 - 5)

Thus 1-<5<F < l+<5<?-<5 £ i y y A.,, meaning that J^^j */ < 2*- Letrj
Then we get

,||Z; - z*

But rj 6 BY- ® {z*}-so

Thus e < < e, a contradiction. D

REMARK 3.1. The particular case ofLemma 3.1 with X = Y is precisely Lemma 4.3
in [18] stating that x* <g> z* has a unique norm-preserving extension to Jf(Z*, X).
Therefore, the proof of Lemma 3.1 provides, in particular, a new and simpler proof to
Lemma 4.3 in [18] and its earlier versions [16, Lemma 3.4], [20, Theorem 3.7], [15,
Lemma 11], and [15, Lemma 12]. The uniqueness of norm-preserving extensions
have been used to obtain some main results in [2, 15, 16, 18, 20].

Let us point out the particular case Y = X" ofLemma 3.1.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let X and Z be Banach spaces. Consider Z <g> X as a subspace
ofJf(Z*, X**). lfz* is a weak* denting point of Bz. andx* 6 X*, then, for x* ® z* 6
(Z <g> X)\ the equality HB(x* ® z*) = HB(x*) ® {z*} holds.

We shall say that a closed subspace X of a Banach space Y has the unique ideal
property in Y if there is at most one ideal projection, this is, at most one norm one
projection TV on Y* with ker7T = X1. From the relation between ideal projections and
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Hahn-Banach extension operators it is clear that X has the unique extension property
in Y if and only if there is at most one Hahn-Banach extension operator 0 : X* ->• Y*.

An obvious example of subspaces having the unique ideal property is presented by
subspaces having property U: X is said to have property U in Y if every x* € X*
has a unique norm-preserving extension to Y (this notion is due to Phelps [27]; for
a recent study of such subspaces see [25] and [26]). It is well known that M-ideals
(more generally, semi M-ideals and HB -subspaces) have property U and therefore
they also have the unique ideal property (for a study of M-ideals having property U
see [22]).

In the case when Y = X**, let us note that <j> € .£?(X*, X***) is a Hahn-Banach
extension operator if and only if <p*\x» e S£(X**, X**) has norm one and <p*\x = Ix.
Thus the unique ideal property of X in X** is the same as the unique extension property
of X introduced and deeply studied by Godefroy and Saphar in [9] (using the term
'X is uniquely decomposed') and [10]. Let us recall that X is said to have the unique
extension property if the only operator T e _J?(X**, X**) such that | | r | | < 1 and
T\x = lx is T = Ix...

In particular, the following Banach spaces have the unique extension property (see
[10]): spaces which have property U in their bidual (Hahn-Banach smooth spaces),
those with a Frechet-differentiable norm, separable polyhedral Lindenstrauss spaces,
spaces of compact operators JV(Z, X) for reflexive Z and X.

COROLLARY 3.3. Let X, Y, and Z ^ {0} be Banach spaces and assume that X is
a subspace of Y having the unique ideal property in Y. If' Jff{Z*\ X) is an ideal in
J€~(Z*, Y) with an ideal projection P, then X is an ideal in Y and its unique ideal
projection n : Y* -*• Y* satisfies, for all weak* denting points z* 6 Bz> and all
y* € Y*. the equality P(y* 0 z*) - (ny*) ® z*.

PROOF. Proposition 2.4 yields that X is an ideal in Y. Let n : Y* —»• Y* denote its
unique ideal projection and let </> : X* -> Y* be the unique Hahn-Banach extension
operator. Then n = <f>j *, where j : X -> Y is the natural embedding.

Let 4> : Jf{Z*, X)* ->• Jf(Z*, Y)* be a Hahn-Banach extension operator satisfy-
ing

Pf = *(/• Uiz-.x)), f eX(Z\Y)\

For any weak* denting point z* of 6Z. , by Lemma 3.1, we have

<t>Oc*®z*) e HB(x*)®{z*), x*eX*.

By the linearity of 4>, it is straightforward that the map <j)z> : X* —*• Y* defined by
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is linear and therefore it is a Hahn-Banach extension operator. Thus </>z. = <p. And for
any y* e Y* we get

P(y* ® z*) = *((/ V ) ® z*) - (</!/' V ) ® z* =

as desired. •

In [31] Werner proved that if X is an M-ideal in Y and Z is a Banach space and if
Z* or Y has the approximation property, then Jtf(Z, X) is an M-ideal in JT(Z, K).
The next result shows that, for reflexive Z, if J^(Z, X) is an ideal in JT(Z, K), then
it is already an M-ideal without any requirement about the approximation property.

THEOREM 3.4. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y and let Z ^ {0}
be a reflexive Banach space. Then X{Z, X) is an M-ideal in X(Z, Y) if and only if
X is an M-ideal in Y and X(Z, X) is an ideal in X(Z, Y).

PROOF. If JT(Z, X) is an M-ideal in JC(Z, Y), then X is an M-ideal in Y by
Proposition 2.10.

Assume that X is an M-ideal in Y and JC(Z, X) is an ideal in X(Z, Y). Let
P be a norm one projection on Jf(Z, Y)* with ker P = Jt(Z, X)1. Let n denote
an M-ideal projection on Y* with ker;r = X1. By the uniqueness of Hahn-Banach
extensions in the case of M-ideals, n is a unique ideal projection. Hence, for all
y* e Y* and all weak' denting points z e Bz, by Corollary 3.3,

P(y*®z) = (ny*)®z.

Since Z = span(u>* -dent Bz), we get that

P(y*®z) = (ny*)®z, y*eY*,zeZ.

Consider now any / € JKf{Z, Y)*. It suffices to prove that

\\Pf\\ + \\f -Pf\\ < l l / l l .

By the description of J(f(Z, Y)* due to Feder and Saphar [7, Theorem 1] (here we
use once more that Z is reflexive), there exists an element u in the projective tensor
product Y*®,,Z such that

f(T) = trace(TM), T e X{Z, Y),

and ||/ || = \\u\\,,. For any e > 0, let u be represented asM = Yl7=i ?« ® z" s o t n a t

n=\
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Define g e X{Z, Y)* by

; >
 T

Since

it is clear that g — Pf and

OO

W - g)(T) = £«(yB* - ny*n) ® Zn)(T)), 7 6 Jf (Z,
n = l

Therefore,

as desired. •

A closed subspace F of a Banach space E is called a semi M-ideal (see [14]
or [11, page 43]) if there is a (nonlinear) projection P from E* onto F x such that
P(¥ + Pg) = XPf + Pg and | |/ || = || Pf || + | | / - Pf || for all f,geE* and all
scalars A..

REMARK 3.2. Theorem 3.4 remains true if one replaces 'X is an M-ideal in Y7 by
the weaker condition 'X is a semi M-ideal in Y\ This is clear from the fact that X
is an M-ideal in Y if and only if X is an ideal in Y and X is a semi M-ideal in Y
(see, for example, [11, page 43]). In particular, X is an M-ideal in its bidual X**
whenever X is a semi M-ideal in X**. We do not know whether J(f(Z, X) is an
M-ideal in JT(Z, X**) whenever JT(Z, X) is a semi M-ideal in J f (Z, X**).

The method of proof of Theorem 3.4 enables us to extend the theorem from M-
ideals to more general classes of ideals (for example, to ideals F in E with respect
to an ideal projection P satisfying ||a/ + bPf \\ + c\\ Pf \\ < \\f \\ for given numbers
a, b, c, and for all / e £*; these ideals were recently studied in [23] and [24]) under
the assumption that X has the unique ideal property in Y. The corresponding result
on w-ideals reads as follows.

THEOREM 3.5. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y having the unique
ideal property in Y and let Z ^ {0} be a reflexive Banach space. Then J ^ ( Z , X) is
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a u-ideal in J(f{Z, Y) if and only ifX is a u-ideal in Y and JV(Z, X) is an ideal in
, Y).

A closed subspace F of a Banach space E is called a strict u-ideal in E if there
exists a linear projection P on E* with ker P = F1 such that | | /£. - 2P\\ = 1 and
the range ran P is a norming subspace of E*. This notion was introduced and deeply
studied by Godefroy, Kalton, and Saphar [8].

THEOREM 3.6. Let X be either a separable Banach space or a Banach space
containing no copy of l\. If X is a strict u-ideal in X** and JC(Z, X) is an ideal
in Jf{Z, X**) for a reflexive Banach space Z, then Jf(Z, X) is a strict u-ideal in
Jf{Z,X**).

PROOF. Let n : X*** ->• X*** be the projection from the definition of a strict
M-ideal and let P denote the ideal projection on X(Z, X**)*. It follows from [8,
Propositions 5.2 and 2.7] that X * does not contain any proper norming closed subspace.
But then X has the unique extension property (see [10, Proposition 2.5]) and we can
apply Theorem 3.5 to conclude that J^(Z, X) is a M-ideal in Jf(Z, X**). Moreover,
the proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that P is the desired M-ideal projection and

P(x*** ® z) = (nx***) ® z, x*** e X***, z e Z.

In view of the last equality ran P contains the functionals x*** ® z with x*** e ran TT
and z e Z. But these functionals give the norm of any T e X(Z, X**) (by || T\\ =
sup{I****eTz)| : x*** € BtMJI, z € Bz}) because ran;r is a norming subspace (for
X") in X*** (in fact, ran n = X* (see [8])). •

4. Ideals of compact operators and the compact approximation property

Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. In this section we shall prove that
, X) is an ideal (respectively, an M-ideal) in Jff(Z, Y) for all Banach spaces

Z whenever X is an ideal (respectively, an M-ideal) in Y and X* has the compact
approximation property with conjugate operators. We begin by showing that if results
about J^ (Z , X) being an ideal (from a given class of ideals) in Jff(Z, Y) or WiZ, Y)
are true for all reflexive Banach spaces Z, then they are true for,all Banach spaces
Z. The method of proof is based on the following version of a factorization result for
weakly compact operators by Lima, Nygaard, and Oja in [17, Corollary 2.4].

LEMMA 4.1. Let Y and Z be Banach spaces and let G be a finite dimensional
subspace ofW(Z, Y). Then there exist a reflexive Banach space W, a norm one
operator J : Z —*• W, and a linear isometry <t> : G —> W(W, Y) such that T =
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<t>(T) o J and ran T = ran <t>(T) in Y for all T e G. Moreover, T is compact if and
only if<t>(T) is compact. In particular, if G C J ^ ( Z , Y), then W is separable.

PROOF. Applying [17, Theorem 2.3], as in the proof of [17, Corollary 2.4], we can
find a reflexive Banach space W, a norm one operator I : W* —*• Z*, and a linear
isometry <t> : G -+ W( W, Y) so that ran/* = W, T** = O(7) o /* for all T e G,
and T is compact if and only if <£>(T) is compact. As in [17, Corollary 2.4], putting
J = I*\z : Z -> W, we have ||y || = 1 and T = <J>(7) o J for all T e G. Clearly
ran T c ran <t>(r). On the other hand,

ran<t>(7) =

c (<t>(T))(I*(Z**)) = ran T** c ran

because T is weakly compact. Hence ran T = ran <$>(T).
In particular, if G c JXT(Z, Y), then by the proof of [17, Theorem 2.3] and [5,

Lemma 1, (xi)] W* is separable, hence W is also separable. •

THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. Then J^(Z, X)
is an ideal in Jf(Z, Y) for all Banach spaces Z if and only ifJtf(W, X) is an ideal
in Jff(W, Y)for all separable reflexive Banach spaces W.

PROOF. The proof is similar to the proof of [17, Theorem 3.1]. Let Jf(W, X) be
an ideal in Jf(W, Y) for all separable reflexive spaces W. For a Banach space Z,
let G be a finite dimensional subspace of J ^ ( Z , Y) and let e > 0. By Lemma 4.1,
we can find a separable reflexive space W, a norm one operator J : Z —> W, and
a linear isometry <t> mapping G into Jf(W, Y) such that T = <t>(7) o J for all
T e G. If U : <$>(G) ->• J(f{W, X) is an operator from the local formulation of the
notion of an ideal (see Lemma 2.1), then the operator V : G -> J(^(Z, X) defined
by V(T) = [/(<!>(T)) o J, T e G, has the same local properties as U. In particular,

if T 6 G n JT(Z, X), then *(T) e JT( W, X) because ran 4>(7) c ran T c X.
Hence V(r) = O(T) oJ = T. Thus, J f (Z, X) is an ideal in X(Z, Y). D

A similar result is true for special classes of (semi) ideals.

THEOREM 4.3. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. Then J(f(Z, X)
is an M-ideal (respectively, a u-ideal or a semi M-ideal) in J(f(Z, Y)for all Banach
spaces Z if and only if J^(W, X) is an M-ideal (respectively, a u-ideal or a semi
M-ideal) in Jf(W, Y)for all separable reflexive Banach spaces W.

PROOF. The proof for M-ideals and M-ideals is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Instead of the local formulation of ideals, it uses the local formulations of M-ideals
and M-ideals from Lemma 2.9.
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The proof for semi M-ideals will use the following characterization due to Lirru
[14]: a closed subspace F of a Banach space £ is a semi M-ideal in E if and only ii
for all x e BE, all y e BF, and all e > 0, there exists z e F satisfying

\\x±y-z\\<l+e.

Let JtT(W, X) be a semi M-ideal in JC(W, Y) for all separable reflexive Banach
spaces W. For a Banach space Z, let T e Bjtr(Z,r), S e BX(ZX), and e > 0. Put
G = span{5, T) C X(Z, Y) and let W, J, and <t> be as in Lemma 4.1. Note that W
is separable and 4>(5) e J^( W, X). Since J f (W, X) is a semi M-ideal in X( W, Y),
there exists U 6 JT(W, X) such that ||<1>(T) ± <t>(S) - U\\ < 1 + e. But then
|| 7 ± S ~ U o J|| < 1 + e , and f/ o 7 e JT(Z, X). This shows that J f (Z, X) is a
semi M-ideal in X(Z, K). •

By the same reasoning as in the proofs of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, we can
prove the following result.

THEOREM 4.4. Let X be a closed subspace of a Banach space Y. Then X{Z, X)
is an ideal (respectively, an M-ideal, a u-ideal, or a semi M-ideal) in W(Z, Y) for
all Banach spaces Z if and only ifJf(W, X) is an ideal (respectively, an M-ideal, a
u-ideal, or a semi M-ideal) in W(W, Y)for all reflexive Banach spaces W.

REMARK 4.1. The particular case of Theorem 4.4 for ideals and for X = Y was
proved in [17, Theorem 3.1].

Let us point out the following quite surprising observation.

COROLLARY 4.5. Let X be a semi M-ideal (respectively, a u-ideal having the unique
ideal property) in a Banach space Y. lfJf(W,X) is an ideal in Jfr(W, Y) for all
separable reflexive Banach spaces W, then J?(Z, X) is an M-ideal (respectively, a
u-ideal) in Jf(Z, Y)for all Banach spaces Z.

PROOF. The proof is immediate from Theorem 3.4 together with Remark 3.2 (re-
spectively, Theorem 3.5) and Theorem 4.3. d

We conclude by showing that Corollary 4.5 applies if X* has the compact approxi-
mation property with conjugate operators, that is, there exists a net (Ka~) in J^(X, X)
such that (K*) converges to lx- uniformly on compact subsets of X*.

THEOREM 4.6. Let X be an ideal in a Banach space Y with an ideal projection n and
Ux X be a Ttjlexwe BtnvncW space, tj X* VYQS the compart approximation property witVi
conjugate operators, then JfT(Z, X) is an ideal in i f (Z, Y) with an ideal projection
P satisfying P(y* <g> z) = (ny*) <g> zfor all y* € Y* and all z e Z.
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PROOF. Let <p • X* ->• Y* be a Hahn-Banach extension operator satisfying n =
<pj*, where j : X -> y is the natural embedding. We shall use the description of
Jf{Z, X)* due to Feder and Saphar [7, Theorem 1] (we can use it because Z is
reflexive). For any g e JV{Z,X)*, there exists u e X*®nZ such that

g(S) = trace(Sw), S e X(Z, X),

and||g|| = \u\n. Let this u = E ^ i ^ ® Z » with ||x;|| -> OandE* , ||zn|| < oo. We
assume that a net (K*) with Ka e Jf(X, X) converges to Ix> uniformly on compact
subsets of X*. If T e ££(Z, Y), then K** o f o T**\z e X(Z, X) and

«))-g(*r°0*°r*lz>|
trace(7:(0M)) - trace(K? o f o T**|Z)II

OO
\ "^ .

/ /
n = l n = l

< sup i Ei
n = l

because {0, x*, JCJ, . . .} is a compact subset of X*.
Let <D : Jf{Z, X)* -> i f (Z, K)* be defined by

= trace(T(</)M)), g € , X)*, 7 e -Sf(Z,

The existence of the limit implies the linearity of <$>g for all g e Jf(Z, X)* and of <!>.
Moreover, ||<t>g|| < \\g\\ for all g e JXT(Z, X)* because

|trace(r(0ii))| < \\T(<pu)\\n <

Since, for any g e J f (Z, X)* and 5 € JT(Z, X), we have

(<bg)(S) =trace(S(0«)) = trace < ® Szn

; ( ^ n ) = trace(5M) = g(S),

meaning that Og extends g, we conclude that <t> is a Hahn-Banach extension operator
from JT(Z, X)* to i f (Z, j y . Thus, JT(Z, X) is an ideal in i f (Z, K).
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Let P be the ideal projection on _£?(Z, Y)* defined by 4>, that is,

Pf =<t>(fU(z,x)), f €&(Z,Y)\

Considering x* ® zeJf(Z, X)* with x*eX* and zeZ, we get, for any TeSf(Z, Y),
that (*(*• ® z))(7) = trace(7(</>(x* ® z))) = (,<px*)(Tz) = ((0JC') ® z)(7). Hence

<t>(x*®z) = (4>x*)®z, x * e X \ z e Z ,

and therefore, for all y* e K* and z € Z,

P(y* ®Z) = * ( ( / • / ) ® z ) = (0; *y*) <g> z = (ny*) ® Z,

as desired. •

COROLLARY 4.7. Ler X be an ideal in a Banach space Y. If X* has the com-
pact approximation property with conjugate operators, then J^(Z, X) is an ideal in
W{Z, Y) {and therefore also in Jf(Z, Y))for all Banach spaces Z.

PROOF. The proof is immediate from Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.4. •

REMARK 4.2. Example 1.2 shows that the assumption 'X* has the compact approxi-
mation property with conjugate operators' is essential in Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 4.6
(recall that X is always an ideal in X**) and cannot be replaced by the assumption 'X*
has the metric compact approximation property'.

COROLLARY 4.8. Let X be an M-ideal {respectively, a u-ideal having the unique
ideal property) in a Banach space Y. IfX* has the compact approximation property
with conjugate operators, then J ^ ( Z , X) is an M-ideal (respectively, a u-ideal) in

Y) for all Banach spaces Z.

PROOF. By Corollary 4.7, JT(Z , X) is an ideal in JT(Z, Y) for all Banach spaces
Z and therefore Corollary 4.5 applies to obtain the desired conclusion. •

REMARK 4.3. The assumption 'X* has the compact approximation property with
conjugate operators' is also essential in Corollary 4.8 (see Remark 4.2). Namely,
if X is the closed subspace of c0 constructed by Johnson and Schechtman (see [13,
Corollary JS]), then X is an M-ideal in X**, X has a basis, and X* does not have the
approximation property. Moreover, as it will be shown in a forthcoming paper of the
authors, based on the present article and [19], there exists a separable reflexive Banach
space Z such that Jf?(Z, X) is not an ideal in J ^ ( Z , X*').
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